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This thesis uses t oe constructional detail of an alternator to 
derive the impedance matrix of the alternator. The 3-phase 
machine with a stationary reference frame is then t r ansformed to 
a 2-phase machine wich a rotating reference frame. This 
transformed impedance matrix is chen used in the voltage equation 
of the machine to calculate the dynamic response. The thesis 
also discusses a methcd o~ relating a machine with more than two 
damper circuits to the standard textbook theory of a machine with 
only two damper circuits. ~nsiderable space has been devoted 
to the implementation of the algorithms derived on a computer. 
QPSOMMING 
I n hierdie tesis word 'n metode geq0e waarin die konstruksionele 
data v,m 'n alt ernator gcbruik word om di.P. impedansie matriks van 
die: ~J-i-crnator af te lei. Die drie-fasige masjien met 'n 
stilstdc.1:ih, verwysings raamwerk word dan getran~formeer na 'n 
ekwlvalent~ .we~-fasige masJ1en met 'n sin~hroor roterende 
werwysings r,· l!'',1..=rk ten opsigte van die roto.c. Hierdie 
getransformeerd,,. .\.~pedansie matriks word dan gebruik in die 
s panninqs vergelyki cg van die masjien om die dinamiese gedrag te 
voor. ,r al. 'n Metodc wr,,.-d ook beskryf om 'n masjien met meer as 
twee <'emper bane te verwy - ,1a die ~ • andaard teksboek masjien met 
net twee demperbane. 'n Groot. jeel van die tesis is daaraan gewy 
om die ~f geleide algoritmes o1, 'n rekenaar te implimenteer. 
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In the beginning of the century A. Blondel created a new theory 
for synchronous machines by resolving the fundamental space 
component of MMF along the two axes of symmetry - the direct 
axis of the pole, and the quadrature axis between poles. Since 
then a lot has changed and the conventional machine theory has 
been replaced by the unified Machine theory. Today, with the 
use of computers, finite eleme~t analysiG gives an accurate 
represel'ltation of the practical machine with a small error 
between theoretical and pract ical ~a:ues. 
Finite element analysis unfortnnately, takes quite a lot of 
time and sometimes a faster, although les~ a ccurate, sol~tion, 
is needed. A solution bused on ~he unii ;_ed machine theory 
gives a fairly accurate answer in a much s horter time than a 
finite element analysis. In this th~s1s a wa) ~o combine the 
unified theory with modern techno 1 og / is g i. v~·,. The basic 
transformat~ons are used to set up the rna ,:hine ~qu 1tions which 
are thE>i1 used to ~imulate the machine on '! ~omputer. 
In his book on the unified theory of machine3, C.v. Jones (1) 
summarize the basic philosophy of the unified theory as 
follows: "The performance of any machine under any conditions 
of operation may be analyzed or predetermined in tenas of 
measurements made solely at the terminals and shaft of the 
machine when the machine is stationary." In this thesis a 
computer program is used to calculate the parameters of the 
machine and these are then used to analyze the machine under 
different conditions of operation. 
The transient theory of machines is mainly concerned with the 
determination of the variations of current, voltage or torque 
with time, due to a sudden change in supply and load 
conditions. Park (23) derived and developed a set of equations 
for current, vol·:age power and t orque under steady and 
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transient load conditions . His work is based on the work done 
by Blondel. Jones also used some of Park's equations to derive 
his £bt of equations and transformations. 
A big ~roblem in the examination of the dynamic behaviour of 
the synch~onous machine, is the effect of the damper windin ~-
The parameters of the damper windings can not be measured and 
can only be calculated from te~ts. Fankin [ 25) derived a 
circuit model for the representation of the dampe r bar circuits 
which included all the elements of the damper bar circuits. 
These equivalent circuits are, however, very complex and not 
easy to use in a simulation process. The lEEE working group 
[26) discussed in their paper the derivation of a number of 
models of different complexities f or the rotor of th1 
synchronous machine, as well as a way ~f obtaining data for the 
models. The most complex model i~ a model with t..hree 
equivalent circuits in the q-axjs and two equivalent damper 
circuits in the d-axis. The field circuir. makes up the third 
circuit or the d-axis. The data for the models are either 
obtained from tests done on the machine under various 
conditions or from the manufac turers data . Dandeno et al. (17] 
did tests vn ~iffer2nt ~ach1ne~ to VJ lidate different ways of 
obtaining data for the machinr ~ael . They used the most 
complex model described in [2 • J . rom their tests they found 
that the stanlard model, basr r, t~~ manufacturers data, is 
inadequate in simula~ing dynam~ ?Onse. They further show 
that the fr~quency respon techniques give a much superior 
performance. 
A number of models for the synchronous machine have been 
developed by several investigators (29 - 32). Most models are 
based on the varic bles obtained by Park's ( 23 l equations. 
Subbarao et al . [11) give in their paper a discussion on the 
inter-relation~ :1 s and transitions among the various 
mathematical mod •l~ . Shackshaft ( 29) derived a general-purpose 
alternator mode_ ~hich include mechanical and electrical 




inclusion of voltage-regulator and governor action. The model, 
however, has not been developed for digital solution methods, 
only for analog computer applications. Humpage and Saha (31], 
developed a digital computer method for the dynamic response 
of a turbogenerator unit, based on Shackshaft's model. In the 
representation of the generator, a method is followed by whir.h 
the effective inductance coefficients and time constants in the 
direct and quadrature axes operational equations, may be 
related to, or varied in accordance with, the magnetic 
condjtions computed at each time step, thereby allowing for 
magneti c saturation. The eddy current paths in the solid rotor 
are first represented by equivalent short-circuited windings 
in each axis. An improved rotor representation is then 
developed from a model having a rectangular section and a 
smooth surface. 
A number of authors (33 - 35] did a comparison between a number 
of models used for the simulation of generators. The general 
conclusion was that the effect cf the damping circuits must be 
included into the model to obtain an accurate representation 
of the r .. achine under all conditions. The method from which the 
data were obtained, al~v plays a major role in the accuracy of 
the moctel. All these methods, however, used data obtained from 
test~ or from the designers data. In the thesis, a way will 
be shown to calculate the parameters of the machine from the 
coi• .. •tructional data and use these to calculate the dynamic 
response of the machine. 
Shipley et al. (36) used the impedance matrix to produce a 
noniterative stability study of a power system. They used the 
Norton equivalent to eliminate the machine's internal generated 
voltage bus and thus reduces the size of the matrix. In this 
thesis the impedance matrix of the machine will be used to 
derive a real time simulation of the dynamic response of the 
machine. The impedance matrix is based on the two-axis theory 
as derived by Jones. 
will be neglected. 
In this tl1e-si!:,, saturation in the machine 
Ways to inc ludG saturation in the machine 
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model, is described by Bcldea and Nasar (12) , as well as by 
Manning and Abdel Halim (20]. Boldea and Nasar adds fictitious 
windings to the rotor and stator to compensate for saturation. 
Manning and >'xlel Halim use a method of updating the 
inductances and rotational voltage components on each time step 
according to the Gaturation of the machine. The inductance 
matrix is thus not a constant matrix anymore, but is dependent 
on the current matrix. This remover the error which is present 
when saturation is neglected, as in t ~is thesis. 
The thesis consists of three parts. The first part describes 
the transformation of the rotating three-phase machine to the 
stationary two-phase machine. The second part describes the 
use of the transformed impedance matrix for the determination 
of the dynamic response of the generator. The third part 
discusses a way of relating a machine with more than 2 damper 
circuits, to the conventional standard textbook theory of only 
one damper circuit on each axis. 
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2. DERIVATION OF TWO-PHASE IMPEDANCE MATRIX 
The electrical machine can be viewed as an ordinary electrical 
circuit, and all the laws applying to electrical circuits must 
apply here as well. If the machine is looked at from an 
electric circuit point of view, a number of interconnected 
circuits are seen. These circuits form a number of voltage 
loops to which Kirchhoff's laws must apply. For the standard 
machine with two damper circuits as used in theoretical 
investigations, the following equation can be derived: 
v ., Zaa Zar z.,.:: z.,, ZaD z.o i. 
\' b Zw Zu, zoc zbf zbD zb<> ib 
V e Zea Zeb 2 ec ZcF zc-D Zco i c 
= . 
VF ZFa Zn ZF.: z,,,, Zro 0 jF 
VD ZDa zl!b Z0c zD, Zoo 0 iD 
V Q Zo., ZQb z(\.:' 0 0 Zoo ic,_ 
This e quation descr i bes the operating of the mac hine and must 
be satisfied under all conditi ons. 
2.1 DERIVATION OF THREE-PHASE IMPEDANCE M/TRIX 
2.1.1 CONSTRUCTION OF MACHINE 
The machine on which this thesis is based has the following 
construction data: 
Number of poles: 6 
Number of field windings: 155 
Number of stator slots: 36 
Coil sides per slot: 2 




Number of damper bars per pole: 
Parallel circuits in field: 







Figure 2.1 shows a section through the machine on which the 
stator slots as well as the rotor poles can be seen. In figure 
2 . 2 the position of the damper bars and their corresponding 
circuits are shown. 
Figure 2 .1: Section through machine showing stat or slots and 
poles 
There are 36 slots on the stator and thus 36 stator coils . on 
the rotor are six poles each with a field c~il. On each pole 
are five damper bars which form two damper coil s on the D-axis 
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Figure 2.2: Damper bars with corresponding circuits 
and three damper coils on the Q-ayjs of the machine. In total 
there are 72 coils in the machine each with its own resistance 
and inductance. This impedance of a single coil and the L tual 
coupling between two coils wilJ be discussed first. 
2.1.2 CALCULATION OF INDUCTANCE 
When a magnetic field varies with time, an electric field is 
produced in space . In the generator, the varying magnetic 
field in the stator core of the machine produces an induced 
voltage at the t erminals of the machine, of a value determined 












For a magnetic circuit with?. linear relationship between$ and 





The inductance of a specific coil can be calculated for a 
spP~ific rotor positi on 8 if the flux linkage of the coil at 
that rotor position is known. 
l, ( 8 ) 2 . 1. 3 
The assumption is made initially that there is no saturation 
in the machine. There is thus a linear relationshit between 
Band H. The way saturation is accounted for, is to calculate 
the level of saturation in the machine at a specific working 
point, and then change the impedance values by a factor 
according to the level of saturation. This forms part of an 
iterative loop that runs until the correct saturation level and 
parameter values for that working point is found. 
To find the flux linkage of a coil, the flux density in the 
coil must be i ntegrated over the area of the coil and multi-
plied by the number o f turns in the coil. The distribution of 
the flux density in the coil must therefore be known. Consider 
the magnetic circuit shown in figure 2.3. The core is of 
uniform cross sec tion and is excited by N windings carrying 
current i amperes (A). The MMF produced by this winding is 
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Magneti c core, 
permeability JJ 
ThE magnetic flux t crossing an area is the surface integral 
of the normal component of B; thus 
~ = ls B • da 2.1. 5 
The magnetic circuit shown in figure 2.3 can by analyzed as a 
magnetic circuit with two series components, a magnetic core 
with permeabilityµ and a mean length 1
0
, and an air gap with 




H = ~ 2.1.6 C 
A c 
and in the airgap 




The MMF app1ied to th~ circuit can be written as 
F = Ni 
= BC 1 + !!.E.g 
µ C µ.0 
2. 1. 8 
From t~is we see that part of the MMF is required to excite the 
magnetic field of the core while the remainder excites the 
magnetic field in the air gap. From equations 2.1.6 and 7, 
equation 2.1.8 can be written in terms of the total flux I 
2.1.9 
The terms which multiply with the flux in this equation are 
known as the reluctance, R, of the core and gap respectively, 
thus 





If saturation is neglected, the reluctance of the core is much 
lower than the reluctance of the airgap, due to the much higher 
permeability of the core. The flux and hence B can be found 
from equation 2.1.9 in terms of F and the air-gap properties 
alone. 
2.1. 13 
In the machine the values of the MMF and the length of the 
airgap varies over the pole arc. The value of the flux and 
hence B will thus vary with position in the airgap. In terms 
of position in the airgap, ~, the flux is 
~ (~ ) = N(4, ) µ 0A11 
g(4> ) 
= N(4> ) P 41 ( 4> ) A g 
2.1.14 
where P.($) i s the permeance per unit area . abbreviated for 
convenien~e to permeance. Figure 2.4 shows a graph of the 
permeance, MMF and flux density distribution in the machine 
over two pole-pitches for one pole-phase group. 
If there are two or more coils on the same magnetic axis, then 
there is a mutual coupling between the different coils. The 
self inductance of a coil can be found from the flux linkage 
of that coil due to its own current . The mutual inductance 
between two coils can be found from the flux linkage with say 
coil 1, due to the current in coil 2. From this, all the self 
and mutual inductances of the coils can be found. For the 
stator, it is easier to find the inductance of a pole-phase-
group and not iust a single coil. In the case of the machine 





0 60 I ZO 180 l 'IO JOO 
~ over two pole- pitches 
Figure 2.4: Permeance, MMF and flux density wave~hapes as a 
function of 4> 
one displaced by one slot pitch from the other, in series. The 
resultant MMF of the t wo coils then includes the mutual 
coupling between the two coils, and it thus reduces the 
effective number of parameters on the stator to half the 
original number. Due to the effect that the machine is 
symmetrical, there are no coupling between different pole-phase 
groups nor between coils on separate poles. 
Volschenk [2] gives in his thesis a detailed description of how 
the self and mutual inductances of the separate coils and pole-
phase groups for this machine are calculated after the flux 
density distribution in the airgap was calculated. The MMF and 
permeance values in the airgap are calculated on a point by 
point basis as a function of 4>. This ensures thus that 
harmonics are also accounted for, because the true shape of MMF 
and permeance are used to calculate the flux distribution. 
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2.1.3 CALCULATION OF RESISTANCES 
The calculation of the resistances is done on the same way as 
described by Volschenk [2] in his thesis. The skin effect is 
ignored which means that the AC resistances are the same as the 
DC resistances. 
2.1.4 INTERCONNECTION OF COILS 
As mentioned, there are 36 coils on the stator, 6 field coils, 
12 D-axis damper coils and 18 Q-axis dampP.r coils. The stator 
coils are reduced to 18 due to the fact that calculation of th£ 
inductances are done on pole-phase-groups and not on single 
coils . This then reduces the total number of coils to 54 . For 
the purpose of simplification in writing, the pole-phase groups 
on the stator will be look at as if each consists of only one 
coil. 
The coils on the stator are divided into three phases, each 
phase having two parallel circuits. The field coils are also 
connected into two parallel circuits, each with three coils in 
series. For the damper coils, one must look at the currents 
flowing in the coils. Due to the symmetry of the machine, the 
currents in the D1 coils on the different pnles must be the 
same, because the flux generated in the pc l ~s are the same. 
The only difference is the direction of th current which 
changes from one pole to the next. This also a~r ly to the rest 
of the damper coils . 
Figures 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 show the arrangPment . , r ·he stator, 
field and D1 -damper circuits respectively. The rest of the 




Phase A Phase B Phase C 
i,. lb ·~n-.. -r -18 - 12 1( 
~l 13 15 -6 JJ 17 - 16 9 lA 1 2 
Figur~ 2.5: Interconnection of stator coils 
19 - 20 21 
- 22 23 -2◄ 
Figure 2.6: Interconnection of field coils 
25 - 26 27 - 28 29 - 38 
Figure 2.7: Interconnection of D,-darnper coils 
2.1.5 DERIVATION OF COUPLING MATkl X 
The impedance matrix of the mRchine must now be reduced from 
the current 54x54 matrix to a 9x9 matrix. The impedances of 
the different coils must be manipulated to find the impedance 
for each circuit. 
From the figures in the previous paragrap~, it can be seen that 
the same current flows through a number of coils. The 54 
element current matrix I ~4 can thus be reduced to a 9 element 
matrix I with the use of a coupling matrix which can be derived 
from the figures in the previous paragraph. The relationship 




The voltage equation in matrix form can be written as 
2.1.16 
where the subscibt 54 means a 54 element column matrix, and the 
subscribt 54 2 means a 54x54 element square matrix. 
This equation can be reduced to an equivalent 9 element 
equation V = ZI with the following transformations: 
V= C rvs, 
z::: C TZ54 ' C 
I::: CTI54 
The coupling matrix will be given in three separate sections, 
one for each of the stator, field and damper coils, because the 
complete matrix is to big to fit onto a single page. on the 
left side of the matrix, the numbers of the original coils are 
given, while the subscripts for the equivalent circuits are 
given at the top of the matrix. By looking at the figures of 
the interconnection of the coils, the matrjces can be derived 
with the follo·,dng in mind. Th~ current through a single pole-
phase-group on the stator is equal to the stator phase-current 
divided by the number of parallel circuits which are two for 
the machine under consideration. The same is valid for the 
current through a single field coil. 
All the currents in the stator section of the coupling matrix 
must be divided by the number of parallel circuits. It is 
therefore more convenient to put the fuctor in front of the 
matrix. The stator section is thus given by 
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a b C F Di Dz 01 02 03 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 -1 0 ,, 0 0 0 0 
3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 
5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l 9 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.1.17 C :::: s a., 10 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
14 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~j 17 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
The field currents must also be divided by the number of field 
parallel circuits and therefore also have a common factor in 
front of the matrix. 
given by Cr• 
The coupliPg matrix for the field is 
a b C F Di D2 01 02 Q3 
19f 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 21 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2.1.18 
CF= 
lJ;, 22 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
23 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
24 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
The last section is the damper coils which includes 2 D-axis 
circuits and the 3 Q-axis circuits on each pole. This forms 
a 36x9 element matrix which is given by C0 • 
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a b C F Dl D2 01 02 03 
25 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 
27 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
28 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 
29 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 
31 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
32 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
33 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
34 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
3:, 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
36 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
37 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
38 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
39 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 .1.19 
CD= 
40 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
42 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 
43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 
4 :> 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 1 0 
46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 
4 '1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 
48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 
49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
5.,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
2.1.6 REDUCTION OF IMPEDANCE MATRIX 
From the coupling matrix and the relationship 
Z = C 7 Z54iC 2.1.20 
the reduced impedance matrix c an be found. The impedance 
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matrix Z is a 9x9 element matrix. 
]8 
The expressions for the 
elements of Z can be found by performing the necessary matrix 
multirlications. It is found that t:he self-inductance of a 
phase winding on the stator is typically given by 
T 
"' 2. l. 21 
where pis the number of poles «nd L, the self-inductance of a 
single pole-ph~ce group. 
phases is typically 
The mutual inductance between two 
E. ,., 
a 
The self-inductance c,f the field winding is 
2. 1. 22 
2 . 1. 23 
and the mucu,il coupling between the field and the stator 
M = a , 2 . 1. 24 
1he self-inductance of an equivalent damper winding is 
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2. 1. 25 
The mutual coupling between the damper windir.g and a stator 
winding is 
2.1.26 
and the coupling between the damper winding and the field 
M - p M F,D, - a-; 1~,2~ 3.2.27 
The coupling between two d umper windings is 
Mv L' = PM,.s, ,. 1 
l • • ~ 2. 1. 28 
This now forms the reduced 9x9 impedance matrix Z for the 
machine. 
2. 2 TRANSFORMATION TO 2-PH.7.tiE ROTATING REFERENCE FRAME 
As mentioned earlier, the theory of the thesis is Lased on the 
unified machine theory. The keys~one of the unified theory is 
the concept of transformations. Transformations used here are 
based on the direct and quadrature axis transformations 
developed by Park [23] to solve the problem of the synchronous 
machine. 
The transformations are introduced with the purely mathematical 
object of simplifying and then solving the performance of 
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rotating ele c trical machines. It is a process consisting of 
two transforlT'.Jtiu ns . The first transformation, the phase 
transformation c, , c·>r L 1l, , :;; .: he actual three-phase m;ict ire with 
its two-phase equivalent.. Th is simpliiie::- the math,'matical 
condition of the voltage equation co~:;1.aerably. The C, 
transformation is a dead transformation in r.he sense that its 
elements are all constants. Because c l is a dea,1 
transformation, it cannot eliminate the rotor angle 8 which 
vary with time. The commutator transformation C 21 eliminates 
the rotor angle 9 and removes the tim~ d~pendent values. c~ 
is a live transformation in the sense thdt its elements are 
functions of a and hence of time. 
For a transformation the relationship he twecn the thre~-phase 
and the transformed values for the voltages, current~ and 
impedances are given by the following equatLons : 
I 1 = C TI 
v' = c T 
z' = c-:-zc 
I= CI ' 
v = c v' 
z = cz'r r 
2,-', l 
with V', I ' and Z' the transformed matrices, c the transform-
ation matrix and v, I and Z the matrices of the three-phase 
values. 
For these relationships to be valid, the transformation matrix 
C must be orthogonal . 
The mathematical derivation of the two transformation matrices 
is given in Appendices 2 and J . 
matrixes are 
The two transformation 
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0 a p 
1 1 
,/'2 
~ ~ l l ✓.,--Cl :;: 2.2.2 
If the zero 
transformation 
,/'2 2 2 
J -.!. -_il 
~ 2 2 J 
sequence component is 
reduces to 
q 
= «r-sin ( 6 ) 
c2 PL c os (6 ) 
d 
cos (8)] 
sin (0 ) 
ignored, 
2.2.3 
The transformation of the impedance matrix will only be 
discussed superficially, as the mathematical process of the 
transformation is the same as described in Jones [1] chapters 
15 and 16. The only difference is in the elements of the 
transformation matrices and the fact that the field sysLem is 
on the rotor and not on the stator. 
2.2.l PHASE TRANSFORMATION 
With the phase transformation the actual three-phase machine 
is replaced by its two-pnase equivalent . The general voltage 
equation of the machine may be written in compound form as 
follows, with the suffixes Rands referring to the rotor and 
stator respectively. 
2.2.4 





in nature . In compound form the transformation is therefore 
2.2.5 
and the transformed impedance matrix becomes 
2.2.6 
2.2.2 COMMUTATOR TRANSFORMATION 
The commutator transformation will only be applied to the 
stator voltages and currents and the voltage equation can once 
again be given by equation 2 . 2 . 4. The complete commutator 
transformation is therefore 
2.2.7 
The tra nsformed impedance ~trix therefore has thE [0~~at 
z" 2.2.8 




of an equivalent two-phase machine with a reference frame 
rotating synchronously with the rotor. It is a 8x8 element 
matrix and is given in equation 2.2.9. 
F D, D, o, 
F 
R1.• L,P Ml'V,P 
D
1 
lf~l' R1\ +Ll',P Rl',,:,, .. Ml\l\p 
D M=p Rv,u, •Mo,i,,P R0, • Lo.,P 
Z" 01 Rv, •Lv,I' R,',o;, +M,.,v,f. 
02 RIJ,(/, .. Mc,o.P R(/. •Lo.P 
OJ 
Ro,,, •l>f.,c,,P RC)_v, +M,,'-, r · 
q - M,.w r Mc w r Mi,,c., r MC',P Mc,P d 
M,... Ml\p Ml\p M,,w , ML'iw ~ 
where pis the deritive operator d/dt. 
o, 










R~•L,r -L.,._, I 
2.2.9 
The values of the elements are derived in the same way as 
described by Jones (1] and Volschenk [2J. The voltage equation 
can now be written as 
v11 z 11 r 11 
The rest of the work in this thesis is based on this voltage 
equation. When one look at the impedance matrix, it can be 
seen that the matrix includes speed terms, and the impedance 
matrix can th~s be written as 
Z 11 R ~ c; , ·, 





3 • DYNAMIC RESPONSE 01'' MACHINE 
The response of a physical system to an applied excitation is 
determined by three factors: the input, the type of elements 
the system comprises of and how these elements are intercon-
nected, and the history of the system . The input and the 
effects it produces in the system elements determine the 
steady-state response of the system if the input is constant 
or repetitive in time . The response of the system to a change 
in the input is described by the transient response . The 
response of. the system to both a change in input and the 
initial conditions is called the complete response . In this 
chapter a way will be shown to derive the complete response of 
the machine after a 1.,;hange in condition. Saturation is 
neglected in the derivation of the dynamic response . 
3.1 MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF MACHINE 
Look at the RL-circuit in figure 3.1. These are the same type 




Figure 3.1: RL-circuit 
The voltage equation for this circuit is 
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The response of the current due to the voltage v(t ) will be 
d i ( L) 
d L 
3.1. 2 
If the current i at a time t = t 0 is known, then the current at 
time t = t 0 +~t can be calculated by integrating equation 3.1.2. 
On a computer this can be done quite easily with the use of 
numerica l integration t e chniques . 
The voltage equation used to simulate the performance of a 
general i sed machine is give in matrix f orm by 
[vJ [RJ li] ► 8 [GJ LiJ .- p[XJ liJ 
where the currents are the s t a t e variables . The [ R) , ( G ) and 
[ X) matric e s are the res i s t a nce, speed terms and induc tance 
matrices respectively. The f i rst and second terms o f the above 
equation represent the resistive voltage and the rotational 
voltage components respectively, while the third term 
represents the transformer voltage component. The speed of the 
alternator is assumed to be constant, so th~ speed term is a 
constant which can be included into the G matrix. 
3.2 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
The current-equation for an electrical machine is a system of 
coupled first-order differential equations with initial 
conditions. With the use of numerical integration techniques 
the response of the current due to a change in load conditions 
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can be calculated. 
In practice there are a lot of methods to solve a system of 
coupled first-order Jifferential equations, one of which is the 
Runge-Kutta method. The complete derivation of the 
mathematical formulation is given by Burden et al. (5) and will 
not be discussed here, but the basic structure of the method 
will be given. A more detailed explanation of the Runge-Kutta 
method is given in Appendix 4. 
Given m first-order differential equations in the form 
3.2 .1 
as well as the t,itial conditions for each x 1 , the fourth order 
gei,eral Runge -K1.1tta method ca1, be used to simultaneously get 
an ap,roxiro~te solucion of the x 1 's. The general Runge-Kutta 
formulas foJ..· the~e eq,ntion::, a r P given in the Appendix 4. The 
voltage equacions of th~ machine must now be written in the 
same format as eqJation 3.2 .l. 
The voltage in natrix form can be rewritten as 
lVJ - [R] [IJ ♦ [G] (rJ I l!Jp[IJ 
where ( R] the resistance matrix, 
(GJ the speed terms and 
(L] the inductance matrix. 
3.-;. 2 
Saturation is neglected and the inductance terms are thus 
constants and not dependent on the currents. To get it into 
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the format needed for the Runge-Kutta method, the equation m~~t 
be written as follows: 
...E._ [ T] :: lLJ -l [VJ - [LJ -l ( [R) I [G] ) [IJ 
dt 
3.2.3 
The Runge-Kutta method can now be used to approximate the 
values of the different currents at a time t+4t if the values 
of the currents at time tare known. 
3.3 IMPLEMENTATION OF ALGORITHM ON A COMPUTER 
The Runge-Kutta algorithm can be programmed on a computer and 
used to calculate the dynamic response of the machine. In the 
~-evious paragraph it was shown how the machine equation can 
be written in a form from which the values of the currents can 
be calculated with numerical integration after a time 4t if the 
initial values are known. If this algorithm is done repeatedly 
with the most recent calculated values as the initial values 
of the next time-step, the response of the machine over a 
certain period of time after the change in load conditions, can 
be calculated. 
The transformed sxs impedance matrix derived in chapter 2, is 
used for the calculations. To solve the voltage equation with 
th~ , urrents as the unknown quantities, one need to know the 
value of the voltages . 
In the voltage matrix, the values of the damper voltages are 
zero, because al 1 the damper circ..ui ts are shorted. Under 
short-circuit conditions, the terminal voltages of the machine 
are also zero and the field voltage is the only non-zero 
element in the matrix. The field voltage is supplied by an 
external source and can be taken as a constant voltage. 
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Under normal working conditions, the terminal voltages are not 
zero. If the machine is considered to be shorted, with the 
load impedance added as an external impedance to the ar~ature 
impedance, then the machine is still under the same working 
conditions. The only difference is the position of the 
terminals. Normally the terminals are just on the outside of 
the machine, with the load connected t~ it. By looking at the 
load impedance as an external part of the machine, the 
terminals are now after the load and thus shorted for normal 
working conditions. It is only under no-load conditions that 
the terminals will not be shorted. By changing the value of 
the external impedance, different load conditions can be 
simula~ed. The field voltage is thus the only non-zero element 
in the voltage matrix under these conditions. Unfortunately, 
no-load can not be s iinulated this way. Theoretically, an 
infinitely large external impedance can be substituted as no-
load. Experie~ce showed that a load of about 4 - 5 % of full-
load was the best achieved before the simulation di verged. 
This w~s thus taken as a no-load condition. 
The initial values of the currents under steady-state 
conditions, are inputs from the keyboard. To ensure that the 
machine is in a steady-state condition, a simulation for the 
steody-state is done first, with the specified initial values 
of the currents. After a specified time, the load impedance is 
changed to simulate the new load condition. The last values 
of currents calculated are then used for the simulation of the 
dynamic response of the machine due to the change in load 
conditions. The whole simulation procP~~ can thus be divided 
into two parts, namely the steady-state simulation and the 
simulation of the dynamic response. 
The Runge-Kutta algorithm can be explained according to the 
block diagram in figure 3.2 . After the initialization, the 
time interval is divided by the number of points to get the 
time-step. The next step is to reset the counter. Then the 
four functions of the model [see Appendix 4) are calculated and 
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summed to get the values of the currents at that time interval 
which is the starting time plus the time-step. The counter is 
then incremented and the time is shifted to the next time-step. 
This is repe~ted until the counter equals the number of points. 
After every time-step the values calculated is written to a 
file so that it can afterwards be displayed on a graph. An 
implementation of the algorithm in Turbo Pascal version 5 is 
shown in Appendix 5. 
~Pf PUT TLUES ] 
Initialize 
= e 
i + 1 
Calcul•le Ft, F2, F3, F4 ve~ lors 
[wi+1= Wf + !cFt ~ F2 + F3 ~ F◄ J 
- 1 -
~ rit~ Values to~ 
r---r_ - } NO ~ - No of i nt.orval ~ £ES e) 
Figure 3.2: Block diagram of numerical integration procedure 
The size of the time step plays an important roJ e in the 
accuracy of the answer and must be made small to ensure greater 
accuracy. A too small time step also gives problems and makes 
the algorithm divergent. The reason for this is that in a too 
small time step, the round-off error becomes large enuugh to 
cause a considerable error in the answer. A ,ietailed 





3. 4 .H~ULT~ 
D1tf~rent conditions of load and load change were simulated 
with the cornp11ter program. The resu 1 ts ot the conditions are 
shown in the qraphs in the following figures . Table 3 . 1 gives 
a sur:11c1ary of the different concli tions simulated. The table 
shows the values of the load inductance ancl resistance for the 
steady-state as well as the vall1es after a change in load 
condition. 
NOTE: There are two separate scales for the armature and field 
currents, with the armature c~rrent on the left hand scale, anrt 
the fjeld current on the right hand scale of the graphs. 
1atle 3.1: Impedance values for simulation of dynamic response 
r.:- -
Iigurc Be.tore c~.ange After change 
numbers 
R1 La R, L1 
No-load to full-load ). . 50 0 2 0.7 ---
Full-load to no-load 3. 3 2 0.7 50 0 .... 
l~o -load to short-circujt J. 4/5 50 0 0 0 ~ 
T . 
Short-circuit to no-lo,J , .: • 6 0 0 50 0 - ...1 
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Figure 3 .4: R~sponse of armature current after short-c ircuit 
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Figure 3.5: Response of fi o l d current after short-circuit 
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Figure 3.6: Response of currents: Short-circuit to no-load 
3. 5 CONCLUSION..,S 
These graphs display the simulated results of the machine for 
different changes in load conditions. Practical results of the 
machine is not available to verify the results, because it is 
a theoretical machine designed with the use of a computer 
program. The armature current s in the machine under no-load 
conditions is due to the external impedance added to the 
circuit . As explained earlier , no-load cannot be simulated, 
but only a load of about 4 - 5 % of full-load which is taken 
as no-load. 
The rise in the field current from no-load to full-load, is due 
to the demagneti zing effect of the high armature current. From 
full-load to no-load, it is just the opposite. The quick drop 
in armature current cause over-magnetization of the machine and 
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t he field current drops to compensate for it. When a steady-
s tate is reached, the field currert is back to its normal value 
which depends on the value2 of the field resistanc e and the 
voltage applied. In figu~e .. 4 the effect of the damper bars 
can be seen in the first fe1, c cl e s aft~~ the short-circuit. 
When a stator current ap~ears sudder Jposing current is 
induced into the damper wind1nc1, fo_ ne stator f l ux into 
the airgap of the machine. Tr _· creates an effective le~kage 
reactance which determjn&~ r:h P initial high current value in 
the armature. With the expone~ci al decay of the damper-winding 
current, the stator MMF is able to force its flux more deeply 
into the pole, against the oppJsition of the induced field 
current. Eventually the steady-state short-circuit condition 
is reached where the armature current is determined by the 
synchronous reactance. The ac c omponent in the field current 
i s due to the de c ompone nt in the armature windings , which 
va nishes as s ymmetry is approached. 
• • . • • • , • .. • ' "" • • • ,. : .. • • •· . : • • ' • • • • ·• • ' . • . .-_,: •• < • • ·-; ,;' 
. ': .. . . . 
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4. REDUCTION OF NUMBER OF DAMPER CIRCUITS 
The standard textbook unified machine theory addresses a 
machine with five windings, namely the stator d- and q-axis 
windings, the field winding, and the d- and q-axis damper 
windings. These are the basic windings for a synchronous 
machine. The machine discussed in this thesis however, has two 
d-c:1xis and three q-axis damper windings on the rotor . To 
relate this machine to the standard textbook theory, the damper 
windings must be reduced to only two windings . The five damper 
windi.ngs must be replaced by two windings in such a way that 
the equivalent matrix still gives a fairly good representation 
of the original machLne under all conditions. In this chapter, 
a way will be shown to find a mathematical 2-darnper winding 
equivalent of the original five damper windings, as well as 
simulated results of the equivalent machine compared with the 
results of the original machine with 5 damper windings. 
4 J POSITION OF DAMPER BARS 
The positions of the damper bars on the poles are shown in 
figure 4.1. Each damper winding stretches over a certain angle 
which is given in electrical degrees for the purpose of working 
out the flux linkages of the windings. In Table 4.1 the angle 
covered by each damper winding is sl1own according to the angles 
shown in figure 4.1 . 
Table 4.1: Position of damper bars on poles 
Dampe r winding Angle 
Dl o, e., 
D2 u~ .... 0., 
Ql - e~ ~ o., 
02 - 0, • 0, 
Q3 
I -o. . 0 ' 
. . . . . '"' \ . ' 
. . '~· . t ' • . ,, ' ' ----- \ 
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d) lf)r1'· / , I I . 
I _: / 
i /j I 
I / / 
~+-...... i I/ 
f, 
h__ _ _ ___, 
Figure 4 . 1 : Sectional view of pole to show damper bar positions 
The reduction of the d-axis damper windings will be easier than 
the q-axis windings and it will be used to find a method to 
reduce the number of windings. 
4.2 REDUCTION OF D-AXIS DAMPER WINDifiliS_ 
One needs to find a mathematical equivalent of the original 
windings that will give a good representation of the 
characteristics of the original circuits. This means that the 
energy stored and the power dissipated in the equivalent 
winding must be the same as in the original windings. 
Consider the two circuits shown in figure 4.2 They represent 
the two d-axis damper windings of the machine. Each circuit 
consists of an inductance, 
inductance consists of a 
L, and a resistance , R. The 
leakage component and a mutual 
component. The resistance consists of a mutual component as 
well as a separate component which together forms the total 
resistance of the circuits. 
From figure 4.2 the following equations can be derived: 
.. . . ' ' . :.. 











_t RD, :, 
: . 
37 
figure 4.2: RL-circuit representation of d-axis damper circuit 
L = L o, + L Dll 11i, 
I - L D, I T,D 
I; 
R = RD + R n., Du J. 
Rv, ::: RD_, + Rv,, 
In each of the circuits a voltage is induced due to currents 
flowing in the circuit itself as well as current flowing in the 
other circuit. From the relationships given above the 
equations for the induced voltages can be written as 
d i 0 di n, 
e I>, ::: LD11 
__ 1 
+ Lo,~ d t d t 
d iD di /) 
f'D, = 
L __ , 
+ L __ 2 
o.1 d t n,, dt 
4.2.1 
In searching for a method to replace the~ damper windings by 
1 equivalent winding, it was found that a good estimation of 
dynamic response is obtained when it is assumed that the two 
damper currents have as an approximation the same waveshapes 
in time. The egui valent current must hence have the same 
waveshape in time and is taken as the sum of the two separate 
currents: thus 
.> ..,.. • • ~~ -, • • • • • .. ' I .. 
\ • J,/ • 
. . ' 
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i [) = i ,, + .lD. 
~ 1 4.2.2 
If it is assumed that all the currents have the same waveshape 
in time, then the two damper currents can be written as a 
constant factor of the equivalent current. 
4.2.3 
4.2.4 
From these two equations and equation 4.2.2 the following can 
be derived: 
4.2.5 
T~is gives a relationship betwe~n the two current constants. 
4.2.1 EQUIVALENT SELF INOu~TANCE 
The energy stored in the equivalent circuit must h~ve the same 
value as the total energy stored in the original circuits. 
Froin this, the energy stored in the equivalent circuit can be 
written as 
4.2.6 
The energies s tored in the separate windings are 
•. ·.'°. : ; ' . . . • . ~ . • . . • . . • . . . • . :_ 
. . ' , \ ... . . ' . ' ~ . . . ... ' 




W 1 . • D - - [,0 1 [) l c, l 2 ,U ._ , 
By substituting equations 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 into this equation 
one gets 
K . . .• 1 l K K ' 2 D 1. C ._ ":" ' D L' " -'- D 
• ' L '" t .i.·1 ' 
4.2.8 
These two e~uations and equation 4.2.6 lead to 
i L . ; 
- Cl .l. p , ' . 4.2.9 
from which the equivalent self induc tance can be found as 
4.2.10 
4.2.2 EQUIVALENT MUTUAL INDUCTANCES 
To find the equivalent mutual inductances be~ween the equiva-
lent damper circuit and the stator or field, consider the 
equations for the voltages induced in the stator and field 
windings due to c-urrents flowir,g i i. the damper circuits. The 
equations for the induced voltages are 
• . . _; . . .. , ' ' •1:, -~.. .• . ~ , ' . , 
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4.2.11 
Substituting the currents with equations 4.2.3 and 4 gives 
4.2.12 
The voltages induced due to an equivalent mutual inductance and 
current can be given as 
4.2.13 
em = MFD pi,, 
,, ~ "-ia 
From these two equations and the previous two, the equivalent 
mutual inductances are seen to be 
4.2.14 
4.2.3 EQUIVALENT RESISTANCE 
The power dissipated in the equivalent circuit must have the 
same magnitude as the power dissipated in the original 
circuits. Thus 
. . . .. ~ . . . . . . . 




4.2 . 15 
The power dissipated in the separate windings are 
= R r, i i + R ,, i v.i n 
11 .. U'J 
4.2.16 
R . . · 2 "" D 2 r, l.v + Re, l.r, 
12 j,._i2 
Substituting these two equations and equations 4.2. 3 and 4 into 
equation 4.2.15 results in 
4. 2. 17 
from which the e quiva lent r e s ist ance is found t o be 
RD - K
2 
R + K ' R + 2Kn_ K0 RD • D, Du D, D:: •. , • l 4. 2 .1 8 
4.2.4 CALCULATI~G CURRENT CONSTANTS 
If the constants K0 and Km are known, the equivalent parameters 
can be calculated. 
To calculate the constants KM and Km look at the equations for 
the induced voltages again. These voltages can als o be written 
in terms of the flux linkages of the coils as f ollows. 
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d)..D J).. ;J d ) D, 
eD1 
; - -:: ---- + dt dt dt 
4.2.19 d ).. v2 cf)._ D d)..Dn 
p /)J = :.. n + cit dt cit 
The flux linkage of a coil can be calculated by integrating the 
flux density over the area of the coil, which givP.s then the 
flux lir,kage of a single turn. Multiplying this with the 
nuinber of turns gives the total number of flux linkages by the 
coil. If the distribution of the flux density in the airgap 
is known, it can be integrated as a function of the angle in 
the air Jap. The fo ' lowing set of equations gives a general 
method of calculating the flux linkage of a coil . 
where N 
r 
L •• , •• 
B(<f>) 
P.(<f>) 




A - NJ B(¢i ) I Lax aid<f> .I ., 
NrLd><ul f FP♦ ( <f> ) d <f> ., 
•• 








axial length of machine 
flux density distribution in 
permeance per unit area 
4.2 20 
airgap 
start and end points of angle covered by coil 
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For the damper windings the number of turns is one and the 
radius times the axial length is a constant which can be takP.n 
as c for the time being. The start and end points of the angle 
covered by the coil can be found from table 4.1. The induced 
voltages in the two circuits can hence be written as 
[ ., 
K,,_j p. (cl>) d<I> l di D D, = C. Kl)J P♦ (cf>) def> + --" 
tiJ 8 3 
dl 
4.2.21 l .. .. l diD~ 
eOl C . K0 .[ P+ (cf>) def> + K02l P+ (cf>) def> . = dt 
From these equations one can find the relationship between e
0 1 
~nd e02 • It is seen that their ratio is a constant, Kv~ • The 
only value in the equations that can vary, is the current, and 
it is not present in the ratio. From equation 4. 2. 21 this 
constant is 
K = Vr 
4.2.22 
This constant gives a relationship be~ween the voltages induced 
in the two circuits. From this relationship and equation 4.2.1 




By eliminating the di / dt term on both sides of the equation, 
it reduces to 
4.2.24 
In this equation the constant term K vr can be written in terms 
of Ko, and Ki,2 • This equatj on together with equation 4. 2 . 5 thus 
gives two equations with two unknown quantities. The values 
of the two constants can hence be found. These values of t~e 
constants are then substitute back into equations 4.2.10, 14 
and 18 to find the values of the equivalent parameters of self 
and mutual inductance u~ wel l as resist~nce. 
4.J 0-AXIS WINDiNG[ 
th- rdiuc tion will be done in the same way as with the D-axi~, 
but · f,? -:-1umber of circuits are now three instead of only two. 
This m~k:~ the mathematics mucn more complicated than with the 
D-ax1s. 
As with the D-axi~ ~urrents, the assumption is again made t.~. 
the three currents 11ave the same waveshape in time. The equi-
valent current must hence have the same waveshape in time and 




Form the fact that the currents have the same waveshape, the 
following relationships can be derived. 
i01 = K",i v 4.3.2 
i02 = Kl)ail, 4.J.3 
io, = Ko.lo~ 4.3.4 
From equations 4.3.l - 4 one can d~rive the following: 
4.3.5 
The equations for the voltages induced in the thrP.e circuits 
arc 
di 0 dir; di 0 eo, = L--!. + L --2. + L ~e>u dt Ou dt 
"
11 dt 
d i 0 di "2 d i 0 
4.3.6 
r., = L --!. + L , - + L ~-,·~ ''" d t ·i dt -'., dt 
di 0 di di
01 e.~ = L __ , +L-.!'.! + Ou dt Ou dt -'-'c,, - dt 
By substituting the currents with the relationships in 
equations 4.3.2 - 4, equation 4.3.6 now becomes 
di di di 0 eo, = KL ~ + K L ~ + A0iLo -.....! 01 011 dt o2 0.2 dt 
" dt 
di di di 0 ec>2 = KL~ +KL~ + K . L -.....! 4.3.7 Q1 On dt 02 Qii dt 03 V2, dt 
d.i di 0 di eo, = KL ~ 
+ Ko..Lo,, dt" +KL__& 01 
"'" dt 01 On dt 
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4.3.l EQUIVALENT SELF INDUCTANCE 
The same concept as used with the d-axis will be used here. 
The energy stored in the equivalent impedance must be the same 
as the energy stored in the original impedances. The energy 
stored in the e;uivalent circuits can hence be written a& 
wo. = WO, + w"1 + Wol 
4.3.8 1 , 2 
= -Lo 1.o 2 • 
The energies stored i n the separate windings are 
l [I · 2 . . . . ] 
WL', - -; 'O •. 1 V + Lo •• lo. lo. + Lo_, l Oa 1 o, 
4.3.9 
w.,J - ..!.. [ L 0 i,, i O , L0 i O i O i L0 i; J '" .. .., '-".., .t J) • J Jl ' 
By substituting the currents with equations 4.3. 2 - 4, one gets 
W01 - .l l K0 L" • K" K" L" + K" K0 L" J i 02 2 1 11 l , l, l l 1J " 
= -1 [K,.. K,.. L,.. 2 , ., ... \,,·,, 4.3.10 





2 l "''J lJ • J ,d l JJ ti 
Substituting these equations into equation 4 .3. 8 leads to 
1 
Ln i .~ • 1
1 
(K; L,.. 1 K.~ L,.. + K.' Ln ) + K0 KC' /,n • Kc- Kg L n + K0 K, l,n )i .~ 4 • 3 • 11 2 .... "" • ,l ""1 "'ll -. •at • I V\I I ' i,.-11 l J ._-,, I I 1,01) V• 
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from which ~he equivalent self inductance is found to be 
4.3.2 EQUIVALENT MUTUAL INDUCTANCES 
The q-axis damper windings have only mutual coupling with the 
q-axis stator windings. As with the d-axis windings, consider 
the voltages induced in the stator windings due to currents 
flowing in the damper windings. The induced voltage is 
4.3 .13 
Substituting the currents with equations 4.3.2 - 4 gives 
4.3.14 
The voltage induced in the stator due to an equivalent mutual 
inductance and current can be written as 
4.3.15 
From this equation and equation 4.3.14 the equivalent mutual 




4.3.3 EQUIVALENT RESISTANCE 
As before, the power dissipated in the equivalent resistance 
must be the same as the total power dissipated in the original 
resistances. Thus 
PC>. = Rc, iJ . . 
4.3.17 
= Poi + Po, + Poi 
The power dissipated in the three separate windings are 
Fc,1 
• 2 
i'-', i'-',R"1 + i i R = 1.o Ro + 1 11 C'1 C'1 C>n 
Pc,, ic, i 0 R0 + 
• l 
i "' i e!, RC':,, 4.3.18 = 1.°'RC! + J I l\ 
p"' = i" i" R" ~ i ,:,,i" R,:,,i + ·"R 1 1 '1 1. OJ "" 
By substituting the currents in these equations with equations 
4.3.2 - 4, the power dissipated in the equivalent circuit can 
now be written as 
4.3.19 




The naxt step is to calculate the values of the three 
constant£ , from which the equivalent impedance values can then 
be found. 
4.3.4 CALCULATI NG CURRENT CONSTANTS 
To calculate the current constants , look at the equations for 
the induced vo~ tage., again. 
flux linkages a1e 
The se voltages in terms of the 
dA. 01 d ).. Oi. d A o d A. Ou eo1 = = --L 12 + dt - 'il dt dt 
d'). ) 
d'-~ d'). Q,,. d ,. o 
4. 3 . 21 
eQ, == 
, 
- ~ + 2) ~ dt dt dt 
d ).. o, d). 0,1 ' 1). d ). C-11 eo, = = + -~ + dt ,:it ri.:- rft 
The flux linkages are calculated i n the same way as described 
in paragraph 4. 2. 4 with the d-axis damper windings. The angles 
covered by a half of each coil are found in Table 4.1. The 
induced voltages can thus be written as 
( •. •. ~ j di
011 eo1 = 2 K01l P♦d<f> + Ko,£ Ptcf(J> + Koll P♦cf(J> dt 4.3. 22 
( •. 8 1 
K~i,P♦d+) di 0~ eo2 = 2 K~\l P.d<f> + Ko,[ ?~ci(J> + dt 0 4 3 . 23 
( .. .. •. ) 
di o8 e"i = 2 KQi[ P♦dcf) + K0, [ P♦ci(J> + Ko, ( P♦ci(J> 
dt u O ,0 4.3. 24 
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The following substitutions are made to simplify the 
mathematics: 
82 
Fo: = [. P♦d<J> 4. 3 .25 
0 
a, 
Fo2 = l P.d<J> 4.3.26 
a, 
Fc-, =- [. P♦d<J> 4. 3 27 
0 
From these equations and equations 4.J.22 - 24 the following 
two equations ~an be aerived which give a relationship between 
the voltages induced in the circuits. 
_eo1 
= F,. = F 4.3.28 
eo2 ,, KoiFO, + Ko1FV 012 
e", F 
e,,I Ko1rO + Ko,Fo2 + 
:: 
Ko/'v, 
F 01\ 4 . 3 . .l!) 
Relate the voltage equations in equation 4.3.7 to each other 
according to equations 4.3.28 and 29 to get the following two 
equatio..,:.. . 
+ L,~ K0 + L,, Kn= Fn • (Ln K0 + L,, K,..,+ L 0 K0
) 4,3.31 
'12 2 ""ll ... ~ "-"l\ lor"ll l ll 1,, ·.. 'Ill l 
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These two equations together with equation 4.3.5 give three 
equations with three unknown values. From this the values of 
the three constants can now be calculated from which the 
equivalent self and mutual impedance as well as the resistance 
of the Q-axis can be calculated. 
4.4 RESULTS OF EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS 
The response of the damper currents after a sudden short-
circuit, are displayed in the graphs in figures 4. J and 4.4. 
Figure 4.3 display the response of the d-axis damper circuit 
currents and figure 4 . 4 the response of the q-axis damper 
circuit currents. From the graph it can be seen that the 
currents do not the have the same waveshapes as assumed. The 
difference in shape is the most significant for the sub-
transient part just after the short-circuit. After a while, 
the waveshape~ are quite similar. This would hence mean that 
the response ~f the reduced matrix would differ in the sub-
transient part, but should be fairly accurate for the t~ansient 
part of the dynamic response of the machine. 
The original damper circuits are replaced by the mathematical 
equivalent to form a five by five impedance matrix. To verify 
the accuracy of the method, the dynamic response of the machine 
is calculated with the same program as before, but with the 
reduced impedance matrix. The results are then compared with 
the results of the original machine. In the following graphs 
the results for two different machines are shown. The second 
machine is an experimental machine with a dynamic response that 
differs from the first machine. This gives more value to the 
verification process. 
The waveforms calculate,! with t he reduced matrix as well as 
with the original matrix are displayed on the same graph. The 
first two graphs are the standard generator and the next two 
are the graphs of the second generator. 
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Figure 4.4: Q-axis damper c i rcuit currents after chort-circuit 
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As predicted, the sub-transient response of the reduced matrix 
differ slightly form the or.~inal response. For a te=minal 
short-circuit, all the eff~ctive reactances are d-axis 
quantities. As dPscribed earlier, the d-axis damper bars force 
the stator flux into the airgap immedi~tely after the fault. 
This creates the leakage reactance which determine the initial 
swing of the stator current. The difference between the actual 
~aveshapes and the assumed waveshapes in this region is the 
reason for this difference in dynamic response of the currents. 
After the decay of the sub-transient component, the assumed 
waveshapes differ very little from the real waveshapes and the 
response of the reduced matrix is fairly accurate. 
The error between the original and the reduced matrices is less 
than 5 % for both the armature and field currents. This method 
of reducing the matrix to an equivalent matrix thus gives a 
good representation of the response of the machine under the 
worst conditions. For conditions where the change in load is 
not so drastic, as in no-load to full-load, the effect of the 
sub-transient component does not play such a big role, and the 
response of the reduced matrix will be more accurate than with 
the short-circuit. 
This is thus a good method of relating the original machine co 
an equivalent machine which is the same as the standard 




5. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 
After the impedance of the separate coils in the machine have 
been calculated, the impedance matrix of the machine can be 
derived from these values with the use of a coupling matrix. 
The thesis shows a way of deriving a coupling matrix between 
the currents of the single coils and the current matrix of the 
complete machine. From this relationship, the impedance matrix 
f0r the complete machine can be derived. 
impeuance matrix is a 9x9 element matrix. 
In this case, the 
This ~~9 impedance matrix is then used to transform the three-
phase machine with a stationary reference frame to a two-phase 
machinP. with a rotating reference frame. The same principles 
used by Jones [ 1] were used here. This leads to a impedance 
matrix i n which all the values are constants and not functions 
of time or rotor position. 
The transformed matrix is then rewritten in such a way that the 
respo~se of the currents due to a change in load conditions, 
can be calculated with numerical integration techniques. With 
the methoJ u Fad, different load conditions can be simulated. 
Saturation, however, is not t,ken into account in this 
simulation. Humpage [31] describes a way in which the 
inductance values are varied according to the magnetic 
saturation in the machine. By including a separate iteration 
to calculate the magnetic saturation, and changing the 
impedance values accordingly, saturation can be taken into 
account. This will then give a more accurate representation 
of the machine. 
The simulation method is then used to find a method of relating 
the machine under consideration to the standard textbook 
t heory. The assumption that the damper currents h ave the same 
waveshape proved to be good. In the region after the decay of 
the sub-transient component. the correlation between the two 




component, the method is less accurate, but the error is still 
less than 5 % which is very good. If a better algorit~rn can 
be found to calculate an equivalent current, the method might 
give even better results. A perfect match however, will never 
be possible, because when one reduces the number of damper 
circuits, the compl~xity of the system is reduced and a certain 
amount of inf ormation is lost. 
Another method to reduce the impedance matrix, is to consider 
the damper currents to have the same waveshape in time, with 
a sinusoidal distrubution in amplitude. This is the approach 
taken by most machine manufacturers. The sinusoidal distri-
bution method can be applied to the D-axis currents, but does 
not correlate with the Q-axis currents. In this case the 
approach taken in the thesis seems to be~ better o~e. Futher 
varification of the method can be done by doing tests on 
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7. APPElfPICES 
7.1 APPENDIX 1: LIST OF SYMBOLS 
e Rotor position 
A Flux linkage 
µ o Permeability of air 
t Position in airgap 
t Flux 
B Flux density 
e Instantaneous voltage 
F Voltage factor 
F(~) MMF at specific position in airgap 
i Instantaneous current 
I Current or current matrix 
K Constant for currents 
L Inductance 
L(8) Inductance that varies with rotor position 
1. Airgap length at specific position in airgap 
p Number of poles/derivative 
P Power dissipated 
P• Permeance per unit area 
R Resistance 
V Voltage or voltage matrix 
W Energy stored 
Z Impedance or impedance matrix 
7.1.1 Subscripts 
Q Q-axis damper 
D D-axis damper 
e Value that changes with rotor position 





1 First ~ire .d t 
2 Second circuit 
3 Third circuit 
11 Influence of circuit on itself 
12 Influence of one circuit on another 






7.2 APPENDIX 2: MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION OF Cl-TRANSFORMATION 
The C1 transforwation replaces the actual three-phase machine 
with i~s two-phase equivalent. This brings about a remarkable 
simplification ot the voltage equations of the machine. The 
C, transformation doe~ not eliminate 8 and the equations are 
thus still funct;ons of ~ime after its application. 
The simplest way to derive the C, transformation from physical 
considerations, is to consider the magnetomotjve force 
distributions inside the machine. Figure 7.1 shows the axes 
of the MMF vectors of the three-phase winding, as well as the 
axes ot the MMF v~ctors of the equivalent two-phase windings. 
r 
p 
I'igurc 7. 1: 1'hree-phase and equivalent two-phase MMF' s 
Assume that ·:here is no connection to the star-point of the 
macnine. Then the relationship 
between the three instantaneous currents is satisfied. Assume 




two-phase machines respectively. The resultant of the two sets 
of m.m.f.s should be the same and from figure 7.1 one gets 
Ni =N3 (i -..!.i 2 a C 2 Y 
Writing the ratio N1/ N2 = b the equation can be written as 
.1 = b(i - ..!.i a C y 
i = b.:L:_ ( i - i ) ~ Z V /') 
The transformation matrix must be orthogonal and the value of 
b will be determined according to this. The current in the 
fourth wire which is connected to the star ~oint, cannot be 
simulated by the two-phase machine and its representation 
requires a separate independent circuit. The new current will 
be denoted by i 0 • From the fact that it should be zero when 
the fourth wire is missing, it follows that it should be a 
constant multiple of the sum of the three currents ir, iv and 
ib. The factor will be chosen as be where the value of be will 
be determined from the orthogonal condition. The three 
equations of the transformation can now be written as 
. b ( . t • 
.la = .l r - 2 .l Y 




The r~quirc~~~c~ for orthogonality is 
er; = c;c = 1 
For the transformation matrix c1 the equation will thus be 
{3 
2 
The answer will only be unity provided that 
from which 
b 
as well as .2.b 2 = l 
2 







The orthogonal form of C, is thus 




Cl ff y 1 .2. ..i! = 
~ .. 2 




7.3 APPENDIX 3: MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION OF C2-TRANSFORMATION 
The commutator transformation, C2 1 is a solution to the purely 
mathematical problem of finding a way to eliminate e in the 
imoedance matrix. C2 must therefore itself include e which 
makes it a live transformation. 
Figure 7. 2 shows the stationary ( a an<.l 8) as well as t.1e 




Figure 7.2: Stationary and rotating two-phase MMF's 








C"OS (wt) l 
sin(wt) 
For a synchronous machine rotating at sync ~~onr uQ ~~~eu, the 
rotor angle 8 is e, dl to wt, and the wt trr~ ~an ~e replaced 
by 8. This gives the equation used in chapter 2. 
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7.4 APPENDIX 4; RUNGE-KUTTA NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
The Runge-Kutta (order four ) algorithm can be described as 
follows: 
To approximate the solution to the initial-value problem 
x 1 f(t , x) , a -st-s b , x(a) = a, 
selec~ a positive integer N. 
Step 1: Seth= (b-a) 
N 
Step 2: Set i;::O. 
Step 3: Set Fl= ll*f(ti , w
1
), 
P2 = h•f(ti + h, W1+ !. Fl), 
2 2 
FJ = h • f( t .+12, W,+2-F2) I 
J 2 J 2 
= w + ..!.(F1 + 2F2 + '?.FJ + F4 ), 
J 6 
=a+ (i+l )h . 
Step 4: If i = N , goto Step 6 . 
Step 5: i - i-+1 ; g oto Step 3 
Step 6 : Stop. 
After Step 6 the procech l'C -:: ,:omplete and W1 approximates 
x ( t 1 ) , for each i = 1, 2 , . . . , ~ . 
This method can be genera liz~d as follows for an mth-order 
system. Let an integer N>O be chosen and set h= (b-a)/N. 




t , = a+ jh for each j=O, 1, ... , N. 
Use the notation w1j to denote an approximation to x
1
(tj) for 
each j = O, 1, ... , N, and i = 1, 2, ... , m. For the initial 
conditions set 
Wi ,o = a1 for each i = 1, 2, ... , m. 
The values of W1j can now be calculated with the following set 
of equations. 
Fl i : h• f 1 ( t ; , Wl ,} ' w2, J ' ..• , wm. j ) for i=l,2, ... ,m; 
F21 = h•f1 (t1+:, w, , J + 1 F 1 1 , • • , , w +..!.Fl ) for i=l,2, ... ,m; m,j 4 m 
F1 = h• f l ( l + .!! , w1. 1+-}F21 , • • • , w +2.p2 ) for i=l,2, .. . m; - 2 m,j 2 m 
F4 1 = h•f1 (t1+h, w1 ,i+F31' ... , wm,J+FJm) for i=l,2, . . . m; 
now 
W1.1~1 = w + ..!. [Fl .+ 2F2 + 2F3 + F4,] [or 1=1,2, . ... m. • J,J 6 l J l l 
This set of equations was programmed with Turbo Pascal to solve 
the system o~ f;rst-order differential equations of the 
currents in the machine. 
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7.5 APPENDIX 5: RUNGE-KUTTA ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTED WITH PASCAL 
This program is a unit written for Turbo Pascal version 5 to 
solve the first-order differential equation of an electrical 
machine. The input must be in the format specified in the 
program. The answers is written to a file specified by Outfile 
which is a DOS text file. 
Unit !nitval; 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
- fllis unit includes routines that was taken from the 
Turbo Pascal NUJerical Methods Toolbox 
Copyright (c) 1~Q6, 87 by Borland International, Inc. 
- This unit provides procedures for solving initial value problems 
for systems of coupled first-order ordinary differential equations 
1n the fora 
d -1 -1 
--[I]= [Lj t IV] - [LJ t [R] t [I] 
dt -------------------------------------------------------------·------------
interface 
I Jt.'1/f iables_ that_ ■ust_ be_ used_ by. tlle _ proqra■_ using •••• : I 
const 
IVAUlearlyZero = lE-015; 
IVAIJ.rraySize = 8: 
l!axFuncs = 8; ) 
All values saaller = O \ 
l!axj1111 size of vectors 
Maxm1 nunber of user 
defined functions I 
tyWALvector = array fD .. IVAIJ.rraySize] of double; 
Matrix = array 1..8,1 .. 8] of double; 
var 
Rwt : Matrix; 
InvLlat : l!atrix; 
V field : double; 
~~cing, HalfSpacing : ~ouble; 
Index : integer; 
Tera : integer; 
Fl : IVALvector; 
F2 : IVALvector; 
FJ : IVALvector; 
F4 : IVALvector; 
CUrrentValues : IVALvector; 
TeipValues : IVALvector; 








I Present values Temporary values 
procedure Ini tialCondi t1cnSyste1(NIIIEqu~t\ons : integer; 
LcwerLJ~t : double; 
Up~rLmt : double; 
N"UJ!ntervals : integer; 
var InitialValues : IVALvector; 
var outfile : text; 
var Error : byt~); (---------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
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/: Input: N~Jatfons, lmerLi!!it, UpperLi1it, InitialValues, : / 
• NllllntervaJ; 
• Output: SolutionValues, Error 
• Purpose: 1bis procedure solves I lst-o1der ordin¥,' differential equations vith specified init1al conditions. The 
generalized ,Runge·Kutta 1ethod solves for the I parameters 
in a given interval. 
• User·defined functions: IVALTargerff No : integer; 
• values : 'Itivector) : double; 
• User-defined Types: 'Itivector = arrayf O· .TNRoWSizeJ of real; 
• Tlllatrix = array 0 .. TllCollllllSue J of Tl/vector 
• Global Variables: HUIEquations : integer; 
· IIJverllii t : real; 
Upper Lili t : real; 
In1tialValues : real; 
HUl!ntervals : integer; 
Error : byte; 
Errors: o: No errors 
order , nUlber ot eqs. • 
wwer li1it of integration • 
Upper lint of integration • 
Initial values c,f • 
The I paraieters 
Nlllber of subintervals 
Flags if so1ething goes 
wrong 
1: 
1: NUIEquations < 1 
2: lmer1i1it = OpperLilit 
( ······································-··································· 
i1plaentation 
l····························································i • User d2f ined functks • found fro1 the current equation • -------------------------------·--------------------------· .Wlction IVALTargetff Fno : integer; 
V : IVALvector ) : uouble; var. tlpl ,tlp2.t.l!pi ,tlp4 : double; 
beciin 
flpl := In,!..aat!!'ri", J j*V field; 
tlp2 := • RLut P110, 11tVTI, - RLlattFno,21 i12J ; 
tlpJ := • ar.,.:~lrno,; •vr; · Rllat[Fno, 41*'114 • Rllat[Fno,5f*Vf5l; 
up~:= • RLla {Fno,6J'~' .J · RLla~ 'fi), tJ *V[ J • RLlat[F~o,8]*?[8}; 
IVA:.Ta:ge~ : 0 tlpl + ar ~ • tip) + ~~4; 
end; 1 tuncLon lVALi'argettl ) 











: !VAL vector; 
: text; 
: byte)) ; 
procedure TestAndinitialize(NUIIEquitions : integer; 
lmer41jt : double; 
OpperLmt : double; 
lf111Intervals : integer; 
var Spacing : double; 
var frror : byte) ; 
=-i~p~t~·;~;;ti~;:·~;;;Li;it:-~;;Li;it:·······--········: l 
• H111Intervdls • 
• output: Spacing 
• This procedure initializes the above variables. Spacing is • 
• initialized to (OpperLi1it • lmerLl1it)/Htmintervals. • 
{





error := O; 
if NulEquations < 1 then 
Error := l ' 
if lmerLi11 t = Upper Lili t then 
Error := 2; 
if Error = O then 
beoin 
S_pacing := (UpperLilit - lmerLilit)/NUllntervals; ena; 
end; I procedure TestAndinitialize I 
procedure Step( Spac1~ : double; 
var CUrrentValues : IVALvector; 
var F : IVALvecto1 ) ; ---------------------------------------------------
- Input: Spacing, CumntValues 
- Mp1t: F 
-
- 1bis procedure perforu one step in the Runge-Kutta -
- four-step algonthl. By varying CUrrentValues, this 
- procedure can be used at all steps in the Runge-
- Kutta algorithl. 
- This procedure assUJeS that t!lere are l!ati'Uncs -
: I~~ti~~~~i ia~ ,~/;~~)01~ependent : 
/- variables.---------------------------------------------
var .i : integer; ,6~ i := 1 to llaxfuncs do 
F(i ) := Spacing t IVALTargetF(i ,CUrrentVal .. es); 
end; I procedure Step I 
Procedure WriteValuesToFile(CurrentValues : IVALvector; 
HUIEquations : integer ) ; --------------------------------------------------·------
- This procedure write the values in CUrrent'lllues to -
- the file specified in outtile. It is ass111ed that -
- the file is already opene. -----------------------------------------------------var, i : integer; 
~: i := 1 to H~ations do 
~ite[outf i!e/cutrentValues( i): 12: 6); 





estAndlnitialize(K~ations, LoliefLilit, UpperLit:t, 
. HUllntervals, Spacing, Error); 
1 f error=O then 
beoin 
CurrentValues[O) := ~erLilit; 
CurrentValues := Initialvalues; 
Half Spacing := Spacing / 2; 
for Index : = 1 to HID!ntervals do 
, in First s~ep - calculate Fl I 
teplSpac1ng CUrrentValues, r11: 
TeapValuespl := CurrentV4lu~101 + HalfSpacing; 
for Ten := to ~at1ons do 
TeapValues[Tera) := CurrentValues[Tm ] + 0.5•Fl(Tera); 
I 200 step - calculate F2 I 
Step( Spac1ngi Tea2Va!ues 1 , F2); for Tm := to ~mons do 
TeapValues[Te!I) := CurrentValues[Tera) + 0.5•F2[T'>.!1); 
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I fllird step - calculate FJ ) 
Step/Spacing !eipValues Fl); 
Te1pValues1ol := CUrrentV~lueslOJ + Spacing; 
for !en := f to H~ations do 
Te1pValues(TmJ := CurrentValues(Tm J FJ(Tm); 
I Fourth ~tep - calculate r4 \1 J; first equation , 
Step(Spac1ng, !upValues, F4 ; 
JJabine Fl, F21 FJ, and F4 to get I the solution at this aesh ~int entValues[O J := CUrrel)tValues[O J + Spacing; 
for Tm : = 1 to HUIF.quat1ons do 
CurrentValues[!m J := CUrrentValues[Tm/ + (Fll!m J + 
2*F2(Tmj + 2*PJ Tm ) t P4;fml) 16; 
llrite'/alu~Torile( CUrre11tValues ,HUIF.qUations I; 
end; !For index) 
InitialValues := CUrrentValues; 
end; I if error-O) 
end; I procedure Init1alConditior.Sj·stea I 
end. I InitVal I 
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